Postmodern World

Modem theology has broadened the horizons of theological reflection. It has opened its doors wider and admitted a larger group of
people, thus making the task of theology more democratic in many
ways. Rather than leaving matters of reflection about God to the
clergy and a small number of authorized specialists, modem theologians found that everybody shares in an awareness of God. But
modem theologians also felt that people share in this awareness of
God to varying degrees. The ones who were seen as closest to Godand thus most competent in thinking about God-were the members of the middle class: particularly intellectuals and others at the
peaks of modem civilization, usually male and always of white skin
color, Europeans and Euro-Americans like myself. These people are,
interestingly enough, still the main target for most of our mainline
churches in the United States even today and make up the majority
of the leadership.'
In recent times, the horizons of theology have been broadened
once again. Many of the principles of modem theology are challenged, for instance, by the broad cultural and economic shifts associated with what we now call postmodemity. One of the basic elements of postmodemity is a growing awareness of the limits of the
self-not the human self in general, but the modem, middle-class
self. This self, as the postmodems claim, is no longer master in its
own house. At least, it is no longer the sole master and has to share
its power to a certain degree with others. There is a basic sense now
that we do not exist in isolation. The modem self can no longer simply colonize, missionize, or exclude others without second thoughts.

The postmodern and postcolonialist self now finds it necessary to realize the
existence of other people and (at least) to signal its benevolence where it reaches
out to others. This new awareness of other people often includes a rudimentary
appreciation for their difference and otherness. Here theological reflection
broadens once again: the value of other people is beginning to rise, including
the value of women and people of other cultures and races that often were not
even on the map before. Pluralism and multiculturalism are now seen as positive values by many theologians. Others, among them evangelicals and postliberals, make use of the broadening moves of the postmodern by reclaiming
various parts of the Christian tradition. The voices of Christianity throughout
the ages, many of them pushed aside by modem theology, tend to add different
flavors as well to the theological enterprise.=
But there is another perspective whose distinctiveness is often overlooked
at the end of modernity. The horizons are broadened not just from a postmodem perspective, but also from the experience of people on the margins of
the postmodern world. Liberation theologians, for instance, have challenged
modem thought not primarily because there is no room for ideals like multicultural difference and other forms of diversity, but because it neglects the
lives of people at the margins and on the underside. The liberation perspective
goes beyond the pluralism of postmodem thought, claiming not merely respect
for people who are different but a special concern for those who are marginalized and oppressed. In the words of Latin American liberation theologianswords that are mirrored also in some official documents of the church-there
needs to be a preferential option for the poor.' This preferential option has
been understood as rooted in God's own option for people on the margins,
recorded in both the Old and the New Testaments. God's justice introduces
new images of justice that go beyond our commonsense notions of justice.
God's justice is based on the covenant relationship established by God which
does not let go of the "least of these," those who are usually overlooked by
universal notions of j ~ s t i c e . ~
Here theological reflection is broadened once again: people from the margins are entering the field and-this is the new insight that goes beyond pluralism and multiculturalism-all of theology needs to take their perspectives
seriously. Liberation theologies are not the special interest theologies of people
on the margins. In the words of the Apostle Paul ( I Corinthians 12:2G), "If one
member suffers, all suffer together." This has implications even for those of
us who belong- to the mainline, and it broadens our horizons. As a middleclass person I need to leam to think about God in relation to the lower classes;
as a man I need to learn to think about God in relation to women; as a EuroAmerican I need to learn to think about God in relation to Afiican Americans,
Hispanic Americans, Asian Americans, and Native Americans; as a North
American I need to leam to think about God in relation to people in South

America and other continents. This broadening move is crucial. We may never
understand God without the perspective of those who are different, including
in a special way the perspectives of those on the margins. The point of view
from the position of the repressed throws new light on reality as a whole.'
What all this means is that we have now at least two critiques of modernity
which help broaden our horizons. They raise different yet at times related
questions. In this essay I will investigate what happens when these two critiques of modernity meet in situations of pressure that push toward liberation.
What can postmodernity leam from the preferential option for the poor and
from liberation theologies? And, what elements of postmodern thought might
become an ally in the struggle for liberation?
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Critique of Identity
One of the major insights of postmodem thought in its various forms is that
the modem self s sense of identity is an illusion. We are not who we think we
are. That is a scary thought-especially for those of us who tend to think that
our success in life is self-made. Those of us in positions of power and authority
tend to assume that our identity is secure because we have produced it ourselves: who we are is due to our own personal effort and merit. Postmodem
thinkers destroy precisely this illusion when they remind us that our identity
is never self-made. Who we are is always a product of various other factors.
Poststructuralism, for instance, one of the most well-known forms of postmodem thought, emphasizes language: our language is never self-made;
rather, it is inherited fram others. Moreover, poststructuralists have argued
that no one can control language, since language itself is a free-floating phenomenon that does not immediately provide access to hard-and-fast reality.
Others emphasize culture: we are bom into certain cultural settings which
shape us to a large extent. Both language and culture are, of course, tied to
issues of power.6 Yet others emphasize political and economic factors: we must
not forget that political and economic forces also shape who we are, reaching
all the way into our deepest desires and feelings. After all, is it not the declared
goal of the advertising industry to shape desire?
The point is the same: who we are is to a considerable degree shaped by
outside factors. If this is true, our middle-class North American belief in individualism needs to be seen for what it really is: an illusion. There has never
been a "self-made man." It is common sense, of course, that our identity is
the product of many difTerent factors, including our families, education, and
nationality. But postmodem thinkers have made us aware of a broader range
of factors-many of them more hidden-that shape who we are. This critique
of identity offers a major challenge to those in power. We are not the self-made

